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BEHAVIOR IN

By Robert W.

TECHNICAL NOTE 2875

PURE RENDING OF A LONG MON(XOQUE

OF CIRCULAR-ARC CROSS SECTION

Fralich, J. Mayers, and Eric Reissner .

SUMMARY

An analysis is made of the behavior under a loading of pure bending
moment of a thin, infinitely lo”ng,pure-monocoquebeam having a consbant,
doubly symmetric, circular-arc cross section. Bending moments, deflec-
tions, and stresses are obtained. The analysis shows a nonlinesr
behavior in bending which leads ultimately to a maximum moment and insta-
bility.

INTRODUCTION

The pure-monocoquebeam, with no internal
or stiffeners, represents a limiting structure

bulkheads, ribs, spars,
which designers can

approach in an attempt to obtain thin hollow wings with low fabrication
and assembly costs. Examination of the structural behavior of the we-
monocoque beam is, therefore, of interest in order to determine its
favorable or unfavorable characteristics. In particular, anunderstandhg
of the nature and growth of the cross-sectionaldistortion that arises
from the tendency for the beam to flatten under longitudinal bending
loads is important. With sufficient flattening, the beam bending stiff-
ness can be reduced to a point at which the beam no longer wiU. sustain
an increase in bending moment, and instability results. The related
problem in connection with circular cylinders is well-bown and has been
discussed by Brazier (ref. 1).

In the present paper a thin, infinitely long, pure-monocoquebeam
having a constant, dodily symmetric, circrilsr-arccross section is ama-
lyzed under a loading of pure bending moment (fig. 1). This loading
produces identical deformation of all cross sections and, therefore,
permits a relatively simple structural analysis to be made. Elastic
behavior is assumed and local buckling is not considered.

In an actual pure-monocogue circular-srcwing, these idealized con-
ditions of structure and loading would not be realized - the cross sec-
tion and bending moment would vary spanwise and the bending moments

-—_____ —.-— —-——— .— - —.– ————. — .



2 NACA TN 2875

would be produced by lateral forces applied directly to the wing surface.
At least the order of magnitude of the distortion of any cross section
in the actual wing (away from the root or tip bulkheads) could probably
be determined, however, by assuming the cross section to be part of m
infinitely long uniform besm subjected to a uniform bending moment equal
to the actual local bending moment.

An analysis of the idealized structure is given in the appendix.
The body of the paper contains the results of the analysis and describes
the distortion characteristics and stresses of the pure-monocoquebeam
under uniform bending moment.

Part of the work presented herein was carried out in June 1951
while the last-named author was temporarily at the Langley Laboratory,
and it was cantinued by correspondence.

SYMBOIS

A, B, C

b

D

E

h

10

k

% ~

m

NXY ‘Y

%

constants

semiwidth of cover plates, in.

flexural stiffness of cover plates,
=3

, in-lb
l+ V2)

Young’s modulus for besm material, lb/in.2

rise of circular arc measured from undeformed middle sur-
face of besm to middle surface of covers, in.

moment of inertia of undeformed beam cross section, in.4

curvature of beam axis, in.-1

plate
and

total

plate

plate

bending moments on cross sections perpendicular to x-
y-axes, respectively, in-lb/in.

beam bending moment, in-lb

middle-surface forces in x- and y-directions, lb/in.

shearing force in xz-plane, lb/in.

— -—— .———— —.——



NACATN 2875 3

radius of curvature of circular-arc cross section, in.

thictiess of cover plate, in.

radial deflection of point in middle surface of cover of
bent beam, in.

total radial deflection of point in middle surface of cover
plate, in.

coordinates

parsmeter, 7 = Xb

plate axial strain

strain at surface passing through beam edges

parsmeter definedby 4A4 =%, in.-l

Poissonrs ratio for besm material, ~ = 0.316 for all
computations

.
local buckling stress of compression cover

stress functions

linear differential operator definedby

a4 +2 a4 +*

ax4 ax2ay2 ay4

Subscripts:

b bottom

t top or

or tension cover

compression cover

—. .-—________ ___ ___ —a-— .. —_——
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RESUIITS

Relationship of Bending Moment and Beam Curvature

For calculations of the over-all stiffness of a beam, a knowledge
of the relationship between bending moment and.longitudhal beam curva-
ture is important. This relationship for the pure-monocoquebeam is
shown nondimensionally in fi~e 2.

Unlike solid beams or shell beams with internal stiffening,which
have linear moment-cuxwdmre relaticmships, the pure-monocoquebeam
exhibits a nonlinear relationship. This nonlinesr behavior is a conse-
quence of the continual reduction in cross-sectionalmoment of inertia
as bending progresses. This reduction in moment of inertia or resist-
ance to bending leads ultimately to a msximum moment. The slight spread
in the vicinity of the maximum among the curves for different values of
t/h is a result of taking into account the shift in the neutral surface
of the beam due to the unsynmetric behavior of the top and bottom covers.
If this small effect is neglected, the maximum value of the bending

EtIO .

moment is m = 0.285~, correspondingto a nominal midchord critical
a

stress of 0.285 ‘~ based on the geometry of the undeformed cross sec- .

Et
tion, or a midchord critical stress of 0.36 ~ based on the geometry

of the flattened configuration. This maximum value of bending moment

which occurs at a beam curvature of k = 0.52 ~,

be the upper limit of the strength of the beam.

Distortion of Cross Section

may be considered to

A measure of the cross-sectional distortion is givenby the magni-
tude of the beam-thictiess change at midchord. The ratio of midchord
beam thickness of the deformed cross section lq-(0)+ %(O) to midchord

beam thiclmess of the undeformed cross section 2h is plotted in fig-
ure 3 as a function of the beam-curvature psrameter. From the figure,
the flattening is seen to be appreciable over most of the loading range,
and at the value of the beam-curvature psrameter correspondingto the
maximum bending moment, flattening has reduced the ori inal.beam thick-
ness by almost 30 percent. 7The effect of different t h ratios does
not appear in this plot since the thiclmess change is independent of
neutral-surface shift.

.
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The cover deflections at every chordwise point may also be of
interest. These deflections can be computed from equations (k8) and (49)
or equation (65) in the appendix. A typical chordwise plot of the cover
deflections, in which the small effect of the neutisll-surfaceshift is
neglected, is shown in figure 4 for a beam loaded very nearly to its
maximum moment.

Stresses

The magnitudes of the axial stresses in the beam are best indicated
by the magnitudes of the axial stresses at the midchord where they have
their greatest values (at least up to maximum moment). For each cover,
the ratio of midchord axial stress to the linesr-theory stress at the
same beam curvatuxe is plotted in figure 5 as a function of the nondimen-
sional beam-curvature parameter for values of t/h equal to O and 0.4.
When compared at equal beam curvatures, the stresses of the present the-
ory are always of less magnitude as a consequence of the flattening.

The ratio of midchord axial stress for each cover (with the small
effect of neutral-surface shift neglected) to the linear-theory stress
at the same bending moment is plotted in figure 6 as a function of the
nondimensional bending-moment parameter. The result indicates that, at
the same value of bending moment, the cover stress in the present theory
is greater than the linear-theory stress. This condition is a result of
flattening decreasing the moment of inertia more rapidly than it decreases
the beam thiclmess.

DISCUSSION

The results indicate a nonlinear relationship between bending
moment and beam curvature that srises from the low chordwise bending
stiffness of the covers and ultimately leads to an instability. The
results also indicate that, in general, an appreciable profile flexi-
bility exists which may be detrimental from an aerodynamic point of view.
In order for completely hollow wings to resist large distortions, addi-
tional chordwise bending stiffness must be realized in the covers (e.g.,
by integrally stiffened or sandwich construction).

In the analysis the effect of chordwise middle-surface stresses on
the deflections is neglected. Order-of-magnitudeconsiderations indi-
cate that such an assumption is justified for cross sections where

(b/r)2 and (t/h)2 are small compared with unity. These conditions
are satisfied, in general, for shallow sections such as would be con-
sidered for thin wings.

..-— _.—. —_——— ---— —— —— .— ~ ——. — —



6 NACATN 2875

The effect of local buckling of the compression cover has been
omitted from the analysis. Its importance with respect to the present
problem can, however, be estimated in the following manner:

The theoreticalbuckling stress in uniform compression of a long
curved plate is givenby the

which applies to both simply
c3—

relation

ax = 0.6E+
cr

supported and clamped long plates if the

Ub’ ~
i - V2 is greater than about 60. In thiscurvature parameter

x
range more than one buckle appesrs in the circumferentialdirection and
the buckling stress becomes practically independent of edge conditions.

Et
It is well-known, however, that the “classical” stress of 0.6~ is

never attained in actual curved plates and reguires modification by an
appropriate “tiockdown” factor. This factor is a function of the ratio
of radius to plate thichess and has been discussed in many papers, for
example, reference 2. In this reference the buckling stress is given by
the empirical relation

ox (= O.*
cr )

- 0.000433; E+

for plates ha- radius-thicknessratios between 500 and 1,000. The
bockdown factor in the region r/t > 1,000 can be taken as the same or

less than that at ~= l)OOO.

Local buckling of the compression cover in bending is estimated to
occur if the stress measured at the midchord is between 20 and @ per-
cent higher than the stress required for local buckling in uniform com-
pression. The estimates are based on curved-plate linear-theory con-
siderations and expertiental results for cylinders (ref. 3). If an
average value of 1.3 is assumed for the ratio of the critical stresses,
the stress for local buckling in bending becomes

(U%r = 0.765 - 0.000563 :) ~

.

.

,

—— –-——–. . ..——.
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Since the midchord stress correspondingto flattening instability is

approtimtel.y 0.36‘~ (see fig. 5), local buckling of the compression

cover would be expected to occur after flattening instabili~ for
r/t <720 and to precede flattening instability for r/t > 720. By
taking flattening into account, however, this value of r/t is decreased,
since the chordwise curvature of the covers, and hence, the critical
compressive stress, is decreased.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An analysis is made of the behavior under a loading of pure bending
moment of a thin, inf~tely long, pure-monocoquebeam hating a constant,
doubly symmetric, circular-arc cross section. BendiLngmoments, deflec-
tions, and stresses are obtained. The analysis shows a nonlinear rela-
tionship between bending moment and beam curvature that leads ulttitely
to a maximum moment and instability. If no interaction is assumed between
local buckling of the compression cover and flattening instability, local
buckling should precede flattening instability of the beam when the
radius-thicknessratio of the covers is greater than about 720 and flat-
tening instability should precede local buckling when this ratio is
smaller than about 720.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va., October 16, 1952.

“
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ANALYSIS OF

UNDER LOADING

ImMLIzm Smucm

OF HJRE RENDING MOMENT

Statement of Problem and Assumptions

The behatior of the idealized structure under a loading of uniform
bending moment can be determined from consideration of the equilibrium
conditions for a smsll element in a chordwise strip in each of the covers
of the bent beam (see fig. 7). A reduction of the problem to the analysis
of a chordwise strip is justified on the basis of symmetry considera-
tions, since all chordwise sectionsbehave identicallyunder the given
loading conditions. The small elements and the resultant forces and
moments acting upon them, together with the stgn convention used, are
shown in figure 7. The circumferentialmiddle-surface forces %t

and ~b are not included in the analysis since order-of-magnitudecal-

culations indicate that, for shallow cross sections, the effect of the
circumferentialforces on the deflections are not of first-order impor-
tance.

The relative simplicity of the following analysis sndthe resulting
explicit fomulas, in contrast wtth Brazierls work on the circular cylin-
drical shell, are due to the fact that the shell sections considered are
shallow. The present analysis maybe readily extended to other than
circular-arc sectionsby retaining the shallow-sectionassumption.

Derivation of Basic Equations

Since all chordwise sections behave identicallyunder the given
loading condition, only force equilibrium in the z-direction and moment
equilibrium about the x-axis have to be considered. For a small element
in a chordwise strip of the top or compression cover, these equilibrium
conditions are

dQyt
-N%k=o

dy
(1)

I

,
\
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(2)

where -k ie the beam curvature, which is constant’along the length of
the beam. For a small element in a chordwise strip of the bottom or
tension cover, the equilibrium conditions are

d-
%

—- Nxbk=O
dy (3)

and

%—_
dy

Cyb=o (4)

‘lmmtiOn ‘f QYt w ~b fromeach of thepatis ofequations yields

d%lyt
—- Nk=O
d~ %

(5)

‘2%—- Nxbk=O (6)
d~

Since all chordwise sections behave identically, the cross-sectional
distortion is independent of the axial coordinate x. As a result, for
each of the chordwise
plate theory become

fromstrips, the moment-distortion relationships

(7)

m

—.. -— .—. _ -.———
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[1d%(y)
l$b =-D ~~ -wk

s

(8)

where the radi~ deflections Wt(y) and Wb(y) are positive when

directed downward in figure 7. Substitution of these relations for
%*

W %b
into the two equilibrium equations (~) and (6) yields

-Dd+’qY) _“N ~_o
‘t-

dyk

-D d%b(y)
—-Nk=O

~4 ‘b

The axial forces N
%

and Nxb C=

axial strains as

= Ete
‘% ‘t

be written in terms of the

NXb

The strains, measured from the as
the cross section, me

= Etexb

yet undetermined

() y2

%
=-khl—— - 6X + ~~t(y)#’ o

(9)

(lo)

(n)

(12)

neutral surface of

.

(13)

,.
.
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~x~ (=khl -

where ~xo is the strati at the

(14)

surface passing through the beam edges

$()and hl-— is the distance from this surface to the middle surtace
b2

of the undefomed covers. The latter quantity gives the rise at my
point y in good approximation for sbfLlow sections. With the fore-
going relations, the equilibrium equations (9) and (10) become

d+Jt(y) [( )Y2 1-D.~+Etkkh l-~ +6%- kWt(y) =0 (15)

-D d~b(Y)
- Etk

dy4

Rearranging the terms gives

and

()9
1

khl —— -%o+kwb(Y) =0
b2

— -!

d~t(y)
D—

()
+ Etk%t(y) = Etk% 1 - 2 -i-Etke

dy4 b2 %

~ d~b(d ()+ Etk%Fb(y) = -Etk2h 1 -2 + ~~~xo
dy4 b2

(16)

(17)

(18)

The two foregoing equations are the differential.equations of equi-
librium for the chordtise strips in each of the covers. Each equation
may be noted to be that of a beam of unit width on an elastic founda-
tion, where the left-hand side of each equation represents the restoring

. .. —- .-. -—— —————— .- . . ..__ -—. .- .— . ~——— -—-—-— ---



12 ma m 2875

forces due to the cover bending stiffness and the elastic foundation
and the right-hand side represents the forces causing deflection.

The deflections canbe obtained from the equilibrium equations for
a given set of boundary conditions, which in this problem are taken to
be

Wt(*b) =Wb(+b) =0

dWt(*b) dwb(*b)

W ‘Q

and

d%t(~b) d%b(+b)
-@k +

& + dY2 ‘0

These conditions indicate that no edge deflections exist relative to the
bent beam, that the edge angles are maintained between
and that no resultant edge moments are permitted. The
obtained from ~t(*b) + ~b(*b) = O by virtue of the

relationships.

Before the deflections can be completely defined,

the two covers,
last condition is
moment-distortion .

the strain at the
surface passing through the beam edges is required. Because of symmetry,
no resultant axial force exists in the beam at any cross section. This
condition is given by the relation

J
b

J

b

-b N’tw+ -b Nxbdy=O
(19)

and leads to the relation for the strain at the surface passing through
the beam edges

(20)

when the force-strain relations are substituted into eguation (19).
“

. . .
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Alternate Derivation of Basic Equations

The basic differential equations can be derived by considering the
total deflection of small elements in chordwis.estrips of each of the
covers measured from the initialJ.ynonstressed position of the elements.
Since the deflections measured in this manner willbe large compared
with the cover thicknesses, the equilibrium conditions for the small
elements must be expressed by the equations of large-deflectiontheory
of shallow cylindrical shells (ref. 4).

For the top cover, these equations are

Ld+qt(x,y) = rWWt(x,yj
E ax *

1- 2“%$Y)R’Y)’!‘a)

a2~(x,y) ~~t(x,y)+t
DV4wt(x,y) = t

a? axz

a%+(x, y) a+t(x, y)
2t

ax + ax ay

a%$’y)P$’y)
and for the bottom cover, the equations are

L

and

a~b,y) a~ky)
DV4~(X,y) = t

w a2 +

(22)

(23)

(24)

_.-_— . .. . .—— -——--— -— ——— —.. .—.—.— — — ———
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where wt(x,y) and ~(x,y) are the total deflections &d ~(x,y)

@ T&Y) are the respective stress functions of the covers. The

relationshipsbetween the stress functions and the middle-surface forces
in the covers are

1-(25)

These equations together with the boundary conditions determine
wt(x~y)~ ~(x~Y)~ ~t(x~y)> ~ H(XYY). If we iS -e of the iden-

tical behavior of each cross section, the deflections of the elements
may be assumed to be

%(xjy) = -; kx2+V*(Y) (26)

and

2+ ‘b(y)‘+bd = ‘; b (27)

where -~ kx2 is the parabolic deflection of the beam edges due to the

uniform bending moment and Wt(y) and Wb(y) are the chordwise deforma-

tions of the covers. Since the circumferentialforces N
Yt ‘d ‘yb

are not included in the analysis, the stress functions may be taken to be

9J%Y) = ‘qY) (28)

.

(29)

,)
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Substitution of the relations for the deflections and the stress
functions into the large-deflectioneguations gives

[1~dk~t(y) = ~d~t(y) +1

E
dY4 &r

d~t(y) d2@t(y)
D —=-tk -

dy4 d?

[1~d4~(y) . kd21$$y) ~

E ~4 &
~F

d~Tb(Y) = -tkd%’b(Y)
D

dy4 d?

After the first equation in each case is integrated

I d2@t(y) =

‘& i]

Wt(y) +~ +Cly+

(30)

(31)

and

~ d2~(y) [12E =k~(y)-w +C3Y+c4
d$

(3*)

(33)

twice, the result is

C* (34)

(35)

From symmetry considerations, c~=c3=o so that substitution of these

d20t(y) ~ d2~(y)
expressions for

# &
into the rema3tig two eguations

gives

.-.— ...——_— __.— . _ — —.
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and

~ d%b(y)
‘~ - Et~4+ Etk~(y) = ~

dy4

The boundary conditions on the total deflections wt(%Y)

and

ay

~t(wb) +

so that the correspondingboundsz’y

become

Wt(~b) =

kx’

o

conditions on Wt(y) and Wb(y)

~(*b) = O

dWt(*b)
.%&

dy

and

(36)

(37)

-,

.

.
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The conditions necessary for determining C2 and C4 are

N%(*b) = N+)

J’
b

I

b

Nxt dy +
-b

-b N#Y=O

17

(38)

(39)

which accout for continuity of axial forces at the edges and zero result-
ant axial thruEt. If, in these equations,

‘%
and Nxb are written

in terms of deflections by use of the relationships between axial forces
and stress functions and between stress functions and deflections, the
following equations are obtained:

~2
_+c2-c4.0
r (40)

k
1[

b Wt(y) +Wb(yl dy+2b(C2+C4) =0 (41)
-b

The stitaneous solution of these equations for C2 and C4 yields

and

b
c4=ldl-*

H_ wt(Y)+wb(Y~dY
-b

where

~2
h==—

(43)

— ._._ . . ...—.—— — ——. -— —. ——— -— —
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Substitution of these expressions for C2 and C4 into the equi-

librium equations (36) and (37) results in

d%t(y)
D

~4 ( ‘j)+ Etk{;~: Et(y) ‘wb(y]@}
+ Etk%t( y) = Etk% 1

(44)

.

The two foregoing eguations are identical with the equilibrium egua-
tions derived in the preceding section since the integral appearing in
these equations is recognized as Gx , the strain at the surface which

o
passes through the beam edges.

Solution of Basic .guations

The differential eguations for the deflections of the covers
(eqs. (17) and (18)) are

dkt(y)
D

()

+ Etk%t(y) = Etk% 1 - f

dY4

+ Etk6
b2 %

and

d+$$Y)
D

()

?+ Etk%b(y) = -Etk% 1 - — + Etkc
~y4 b2 ‘0

,

——
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upon division by D become

J’-’qY) ()2 + ~h4 ‘Xo
+ 4L’+wt(y) = 4L4h 1-

dyb b’
T

and

(46)

(47)

where

Et&4h4 _
D

The solutions axe

()25 ~xo

Wt(y) =+ cosh ky cos W + Bt s~kY sin~Y + h 1 - b2 ‘T

(48)

()z .3
Wb(y) =Abcoeh Aycoshy+~si& Lysinl.y-hl - b2 k

(49)

where only two arbitrary constants sre required in each solution because
of symmetry.

.-—. — — .— _—. —— ——. .—



If use is made of the bound~ conditions and the relation for det~% e , the con- ~

stantm beco~

At 4 ainh7Bfn7

h‘=-~sinh27+sin 27-

2

~-
!slnh27+ sin27)sinh7 sin 7-(sinh2y-sfn2y) cosh COB

(Bid ~ + SiJl 27)(cosh & + COS 27)

VI

(50)
-2

% 4 siDh7si?17—.-
h 7Sinh27+SiJl~-

t-,

& P
Bid +si1127)siJlh 7tlin7- (sm27 - sin%) cosh Cos

2
(am 27 + sin 27)(cosh 27 + cos &)

77

Bt 4
—.-
h7

—

cosh 7 COE 7
Sinh27+Sti 27+

~; P ‘a) 7 7 + (sinh 27 + ah 27)cosh 7

m ‘m - ‘Ysms:;+ ‘:a)(cosh 27 + Cos ‘) Cos ]

7

?-. . .- .-

(51)



1 r.

and

% 4 cosh 7 C08 Y
T ‘-~aiIIh27+Sln’27+

&

& Paim - sin 27)siDh 7 sin 7 + (sInh 27 + sin w) coah

71

Cos y
(53)

(stnh 27+ sin&) (cash27 +COS 27)
2

where

and

b2 = 2rh

The relation for E% obtained from equation (20) ad used in evaluating the constants ~,

1.1k%2 ainh 27 - sin 2y
Abz Btj ~ ~ iB 6% =-— Thla result ~howa that the shift of the

272 sinh 27 + sin 27”

neutral surface is In the direction of the tension cover plate.

with the conatcmts defined, the deflection at w petit in tie cross section cm be deter-

mined.
PJ
P
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Beam Bending Moment

The besm bending moment at any cross section is determined from the
sum of the moments acting on the cross section. If the bending moments
of the covers about their own middle surfaces and the bending moments of
the axial forces

section are taken
‘% and Nxb about the neutral surface of the cross

into account, the total bending moment is

A

(54)

After substitutionfor N
%5

and Nxb as given by the force-strain

relationships (n) and (12) and for
%

M ~b as given by the fol-

lowing moment-distortion relationships obtained from plate theory,

(55)

(%)

#

“
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equation (54) becomes

23

–2

‘“J:[~-$)->+wb(j2@
With the bending moment reduced to a function of the deflections and
the deflections defined by the equations of the preceding section, the
bending moment canbe evaluated to give in terms of nondimensionalpara-
meters

mr/EIo ~

{

5
()

t2
— =—
‘/h t/h -c

+

(57)

[

lp(cosh 2y COS 27 +1) ~ + P2 32 7~~27 sfi27

472(sinh 27 + Sti &)2 () 1}24(1 - P2)h (cosh27 cos 27 +1)

(m)
where

“A

.— -— —. —— ——. —— —— ..—
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and l., the moment of inertia of the undeformed cross section, in which

the moment of inertia of the plates about their own middle surfaces is
neglected is defined as

The moment

hmeter —
t/h

f

h
1.=2

-b
L A

mr/EIo
Psrmeter , , plotted against the beam-curvature

t/h

for several values of t/h, is shown in

Cross-Section Distortion

The magnitude of the cross-section deformation

figure 2.

may be given

para-

in terms
of the ratio of beam depth under loading to beam depth of the unloaded
section measured at the center of the cross section. That is,

h.$o)+ hJo) 4sinhysin7 .

2h = 7(sinh 27 + sin 27 (59)

where

()25’%(Y) =h 1- b2 - wt(Y)

()q(y) =hl-b2 f + Wb(y)

This ratio, plotted against the beam-curvature Wameter, is shown iU
figure 3.

The shape of the deformed
tions for chordwise deflection

cross section may be found from the egua-
of the covers. If the small.effect of exo

.

—.———
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is neglected so that Wt(y) = ‘Wb(y)) the deformed shape of each cover

is givenby

ht(y) hb(y) 4(siti 7 sin Y cosh Xy cos Ly -cosh 7 COS— =— = 7 Sinh Ay sin Xy)
h h 7(sinh 2y+sin2y)

This ratio is illustrated in figure 4 for a loading of

Axial Stress

From a preceding section (eqs. (11) to (14)), the
sxial-stress ratios can be written

N% r z EX. 1WJY)
—=-l-
Etkh # ‘--E---T-

L -1

N
Xb

—= ,_z-%+!w
E-&h b2 M h

(60)

EtIO
m= 0.285 ~.

nondimensional

(61)

(62)

In aeneral. the nondimensional sxial-stress ratios at the greatest
distance-fromtie neutral surface are of primsry interest. At y = O,
therefore,

()‘~ y+

[ [

4sinhysin7 ~+ p=-
7(sinh 27+sin 27

1

;7(coth 7-cot 7)
E&h

m
.

and

()‘Xb
H=

{+

4sinh7sin7 ~- W

Etkh 7(sinh 27+sin 27

‘ 1}

;7(coth y-cot 7)

m’

(64)

—— .——, , .:
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.

The preceding eguations are illustrated in figure 5 in terms of

( )r- Nxt _. ( )‘% ~=o
and

Etkh Etkh
plotted against the beam-curvature parameter

& for several values of t/h.
t/h

The curves plotted in figure 5 canbe presented in another formby
referring the stress ratios to the elemen~-beam:theory stress at
equivalent moment rather than at equivalent curvature. Thus, —

()-N %Y*

tmh/10

and

()NXb y=o

tmh/1()

()-N ~yo h

Etkh t/h
m/EIO

t/h

.

( )T‘Xb ~ ~

Etkh t/h

mr/EIo

t/h

III figure 6, these nondimensional stress ratios are plotted against
the nondimensional moment parameter, with the small effect of changes in
the t/h ratio being neglected.

.

Approximate Formulas

When the shift in the neutral surface is neglected, simplified expres-
sions for deflection betii~ moment> ~ ~~ stress are obta~ble
from the resulting eguations by expanding functions of 7 into finite

.- —.
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power series to give

~it(Y) %(Y)
— ._—
h h

and

cosh hy COS hy + ~
72

sinhkysinky+ l-~
~2

(65)

mr/EIo ~ 1

t/h ‘—t/h

()
1+~’

15

‘% _ -Nxb

Etkh Etkh

The foregoing approximate formulas are considered to be very satis-

factory in the region 0~~~ 0.6. The maximum errors to be expected
t/h

are of the order of several percent.

.

—---—--—— -——————-——— —— .—— ——.—
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Figure 1.- A thin, hftiitely
section bem under a

,

.

long, doubly s~etric,
loading of pure bending circtiu-wc cross-

moment.
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Figure 2.- Relationship between bending moment

curvature.
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.

.C

.f
h+(0)‘hb{O)

2h

\

.2

Figure 3.- Ratio of beam thickness of loaded section to beam t~c~ess
of unloaded section.

~Undeformed shape

I “

MY&j *
T

o
-1

Figure 4.-
EtI()

Chordwise cover deflections under a loading of m = 0.285 ~.

Neutral-surface shift is neglected.
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-(W=O
Etkh

and

(NXb)yO

Etkh

I.c

.8

.6
0 .2

NACA TN 2875

X
.4(compressicm cover)
o
.4(tension cover)

.4 .6

Figure 5.- Ratio of midchord axial stress to elementary-beam-theo~
stress Ekh at equivalent curvature.

-FJx,),.o
tmh/ ~

and

(N&O
tmh/Io

\

.2 /

1.0
0 .1 .2 .3

mr/EIo ~
t/h

Figure 6.- Ratio of midchord axial stress to elementary-beam-theory
stress mh/10 at equivalent moment. Neutral-surface shift is
neglected.
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Figure 7.- Forces and

+ dQyb
“b+ dy ‘y

moments acting on cover elements.
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